You Couldn't Make This Up If You Tried -- Notice to Generals 3.0
By Anna Von Reitz

Please bear in mind that nobody named "Marcos" has any valid claim to any of the
assets of The United States of America stored in the Philippines, and neither does
anyone named Marcos have any interest in the D'Avila Family Trust Assets on
deposit via 153 Accounts in 33 countries, nor in any other American-owned
Family, Treaty, or Organizational Trusts.
Full Stop.
Get that message fully, completely, and forever understood.
Ferdinand Marcos was an Attorney for Hire. He and Severino Sta Romana (who
operated under sixteen different aliases) were both Agents for The D'Avila Family
Trust, Mr. Marcos as an Attorney, and Severino --- for lack of any better
terminology, the Bag Man, moving the funds into depositories worldwide. Severino
made each of the deposits and Ferdinand Marcos witnessed each deposit.
These are counter-signatory trust deposits, complete with bells, whistles, and
secret handshakes.
When Severino, the actual Depositor, died, and the assets on deposit with all
these banks were encumbered, the actual heirs of The D'Avila Family Trust sued
the estate in Federal Court and won.
Why? Because the actual heirs could easily prove the provenance of the funds --something that neither the agents nor the banks nor the corrupt governments
could do.
So, there you have it. The whole truth and nothing but the truth, and no excuses
for any other actions or interpretations or authorities put forward by any other
Parties pretending to have any interest in the funds at all.
Marcos was only an attorney for hire and a witness to the deposits being made.
That was the sum total of his importance and role. Marcos was never even a
Depositor --- only a Witness for the Depositor.

And as for the American assets on deposit "for safekeeping" in the Philippines,
those assets were transported offshore by the British Territorial United States
Government using the U.S. Navy to do the work. Like the heirs of the D'Avila
Family, we know the provenance of the funds because those are our assets.
The gold on deposit in the Philippines belongs to our unincorporated Federation of
American States doing business as The United States of America since 1776. It
doesn't have anything to do with any other version of "United States of America",
though certain Brits would like to pretend otherwise.
The only role Marcos played with respect to our American Government assets on
deposit in the Philippines is that he was appointed, as President of the
Government of the Philippines, to act as a Trustee over the funds by the British
Perpetrators who are also responsible for our assets being in the Philippines in the
first place.
Marcos had no personal interest in our assets, either.
Self-interested banks have less than no authority to "vest" any inheritance
interest in anyone at all, yet just look at the Bunko being promoted here:
https://sites.google.com/site/unphmdg/documents/successor-heir-veracity-certificate

Here we are, dealing with something calling itself the "United Nations Pentagon H
- World Military Divine Government"? With a known con man at the end of a fortyyear career at its head, claiming to be a Seven Star General?
Let's all just forget The Land of Oz. This is several generations of crazy beyond
that.
Please proceed with all reasonable haste to apprehend the criminals responsible
and return the assets, including the 1.38 Million Metric Tons of gold released to
Chase Manhattan Bank by the Central Bank of the Philippines, and all remaining
private, organizational, and treaty trust assets owed to Americans to our lawful
American Government and to the States and people to whom these assets belong.
Bankable assets that are not otherwise accounted for are already assigned to The
Global Family Bank, Hunter Aki, Director, as set forth in our February 22, 2022
directive.
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